FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ACTION ALERT

TWO FBI DIRECTORS
Silent Partners in Soetoro Corruption

July 06, 2016 – Statement of EDWARD C NOONAN, 2016 Presidential Candidate:

The corruption continues at the Federal Bureau of Non-Investigation. On July 5, 2016 the nation witnessed the lying words of the Director of the FBI. He smugly recounted the crimes and lies of Ms. Hillary Rodham Clinton and then said no attorney would ever prosecute such lies and crimes.

James Brien Comey, Jr. is the lying FBI Director that I am referring to. He was nominated to the office in September 4, 2013 by the illegal alien Barry Soetoro (aka BHO). This was after 5 continuous years of hearing the ballot challenges charging Soetoro being born in Kenya (and being born of a foreign national). And too, he has read and heard on the television that Soetoro had been a citizen of Indonesia.

Comey took over the directorship from Robert Mueller another crooked FBI director. Mueller had dozens and dozens of reports that Mr. Soetoro was not qualified to hold the office of POTUS, but he refused to act on any of the complaints. Mueller became the criminal director on September 4, 2001 just a few days before many questionable events happened during the September 11 attacks by terrorists on the World Trade Center. Mueller hid the (9-11 WTC) biggest gold heist in history... a $300 Billion in Bars ... Mueller helped hide the thief of the gold and silver bullion that was stolen and that went missing and help keep the theft hidden from the American people.

Comey took over from Mueller and helped keep the Benghazi secrets from the American people. He was a silent partner in just about every aspect of the death of Stevens and the brave men who died there. Comey knows full well that Soetoro is an illegal alien and was personally involved in the assassination death of Loretta Fuddy.
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